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Sept. 29, 2011 

Sara Forster 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Re. Control No. 575534 

Dear Sara, 

Per our conversation, the following is in support of our amendment application. 

1. 	 The model of the Nucletron HDR unit that we have was a Model 105.999 that was upgraded in 

the field to a Model 106.990. We do not have two HDR units in the facility. 

2. 	 Enclosed are copies of the emergency procedures from Varian that will be posted at the 
console. These may be modified in the future as appropriate. 

3. 	 Training of individuals will be performed by an authorl2:ed user or an authorized medical 

physicist that has been previously trained, or by Varian. 

We trust this answers your questions. 

Sincerely, 

John Lowden, RSO 
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Emergel1cy Response Procedures (for posting) 

The following sections describe Figure D-l Emergency Response Procedures 
in text fOlUlat, beginning with the first emergency procedure listed in the 
flowchart. 

Note: The graphics, cautions. and warnings have been deliberately 
removed from the text in Chapter 5, ''Emergency Procedures" 
to make the text more concise for posting. It is intended that you 
use the text in this section as a companion piece to the 
information in Chapter 5. 

Press the Stop Button on Control Console or Door Display Panel 

In emergency situations" you can retract the souree immediately by preS$ing 
the emergency Stop button on the Control Console or the Door Display PaneJ 
located near the door outside the treatment room. This button stops treatment 
and retracts the source into the storage safe. 

Press the Stop Button on the Afterloader Status Panel 

During an emergency situation, if the source wire does not retract into the 
shielded position after pressing the Stop button on the Control Console or 
Door Display Panel, enter the treatment room with a portable survey meter and 
personal dosimeter and press the Stop button on the Afterloader Status Panel. 
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Perform Manual Retraction Using the Handcrank 

In the unlikely event that emergency retraction ofthe source does not occur 
automatically or after pressing the Stop button, the source can be retracted 
manuafly into the shielded position using the handerank. 

It should be noted that operation ofthe handcrank will only be effeotive in the 
following case: 

• 	 The afterloader has failed to park the active wire and the message 

Retract failure, possible emergency. Check source status. 

is displayed 

AND 

The manual retract handle is NOT automatically turning. 

In this situation, the Contra] Console indicates that the source is extended and 
a radiation hazard exists. The radiation indicators on the Control Console and 
the Afterloader Statu$ Panel flash and the audible alarm signal can be heard. 

Follow these steps to tnanuaJly retract the source USing the handcrank. This 
procedure should be followed if the handcrank is NOT turning. radiation IS 
present. and a retract failure IS indicated: 

1. 	 Enter the treatment room with a portable survey meter and iii, personal 
dosimeter and go straight to the VariSource iX. 

2. 	 Tum the handcrank in the direction ofthe arrow through at least 8 
revolutions, or until the independent radiation monitor no longer detects 
radiation. Ifafter at least 8 revolutions of the handcrank radiation is still 
detected by the room monitor or portable survey meter. follow the 
procedures in the "Perform Manual Recovery of the Source" section 
below. 

At the Same Time 

1. 	 Secure the treatment room against unauthorized entry. 

2. 	 Inform the radiation safety officer of the situation. 
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Ifemergency retraction ofthe source by handcrank is necessary. ffi CAUTION, 
it is a sign ofa severe system malfunction. Call the Varian 
BraehyTherapy service department for advice and make a 
complete safety check ofthe VariSource iX system before 
restarting treatment. 

Perform Manual Recovery of the Source 

In the unlikely event that you are unable to perform motor-driven or manual 
emergency retraction of the source, manual recovel)' ofthe source is required 
immediately. Ifthe source cannot be retracted with the handcrank. the wire 
may be kinked or there might be a mechanioal malfunction ofthe source drive 
mechanism. If the wire was retracted but the radiation level is still high, the 
source might be severed from the wire. 

Important: The ptocedutes below should be fonowed undeT the following 
circumstances; 

The handcrank IS turning, mdiation is present and a retract 
failure IS indicated 

OR 

NO retract failure is indicated, radiation is present,. and the 
handcrank is NOT automatically tuming. 

Remove the Transfer Guide Tube from the Applicator or Patient 

If closed ended reusable transfer guide tubes are being used. folloW' the steps 
below. Otherwise. contin.ue to the nex.t section. 

1. 	 Enter the treatment room with a portable survey meter and personal 
dosimeter. 

2. Calm the patient. 

3. Open the Emergency Container. 

4. 	 Loosen the collar on the transfer guide tube and withdraw the tube from 
the applicator Qt.' patient using the long handled forceps wheneveT po:ssible. 
Maintain the maximum possible distance from the patient and the 
afterloader. 
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5. 	 Ifpossible, place the transfer guide tube in the Emergency Container, 
being careful not to damage or kink the guide tube. 

6. 	 Move the patient to the room entrance and monitor the patient's radiation 
levels. 

7. 	 lfthere is no indication that the source is still in the patient, remove 
him/her from the treatment room. Monitor the patient's radiation levels. 

8. 	 Ifthe radiation levels are at background level, close and lock the door to 
the treatment room and place a warning sign on the door indicating that the 
source is exposed. 

Remove the Applicator from the Patient 

If you can easily remove the applicator from the patient, follow the steps 
below. Otherwise, continue to the next section. 

1. 	 Enter the treatment room with a portable survey meter and personal 
dosimeter. 

2. 	 Calm the patient. 

3. 	 Open the Emergency Container. 

4. 	 Remove the applicator carefully from the patient using the long hand1ed 
forceps whenever possible. Maintain the maximum possible distance from 
the patient and the afterloader. 

5. 	 Ifpossible. place the applicator in the Emergency Container, being careful . 
not to damage or kink the transfer guide tube. 

6. 	 Move the patient to the room entrance and monitor the patient· s radiation 
levels. . 

7. 	 Ifthere is IlO indication that the source is still in the patient, remove 
himlher from the treatment room. Monitor the patient's radiation levels. 

8. 	 If the radiation levels are at background level, close and lock the door to 
the treatment room and place a warning sign on the door indicating that the 
SOUf(;e is exposed. 
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Pull the Source Wire from the Applicator 

L 	 Open the Emergency Container. 

2. 	 Disconnect all connectors from the turret. 

3. 	 PulJ the afterloader away from the patient until the wire is visible at the 
turret. 

4. 	 Using the forceps or pliers, grab the wire and puJl it to remove it . 
completely from the applicator/ catheter andlor transfer guide tube. 

5. 	 Immediately p]ace the active tip of the source wire in the Emergency 
Container. 

6. 	 Move the patient to the room entrance and monitor the patient's radiation 
levels. 

7. 	 [fthe patient survey confirms the source is no longer in the patient, secure 
the door to the treatment room and contact the radiation safety officer 
immediately. 

8. 	 If the patient survey indicates the source is still in the patient, return the 
patient to the treatment room and remove any applicators (ifstill present). 

9. 	 After remova1 ofthe applicator. monitor the patient's dose levels to ensure 
the source is 00 longer in the patient. 

10. 	If the levels indicate the source is still in the patient. emergency surgical 
recovery ofthe source will be necess8l)'. 
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o Emergency recr~etion undOJr II'IIIChln& or manual power

OMan.... tlKOVCty f1JfUJ& _11;& o Patianf. monItoring 

r,i':':";;1 Intervention to remove source 

Figure 0-1 Emergency Response Procedures 
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